
 

IHL Newsletter 
The IHL Team has been busy updating programs and courses and took a time -out from our regular 

newsletter.  We now have plenty of news to share, including program updates, areas of interest and 

opportunities for Red Crossers interested in IHL.   
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2019 Clara Barton Competition 

 

By Drew Johnson 

The Clara Barton Competition gives the future leaders of international law and policy a forum to learn, 

grapple, and debate today’s pressing issues in international humanitarian law. During the 2019 Clara 

Barton Competition, I had the opportunity to work as bailiff. My duties consisted of keeping time for the 

judges, ensuring the necessary competition documents were distributed, and helping competitors 

navigate the American Red Cross campus. More excitingly, I had a front row seat to observe the various 

rounds of the competition, and the mental and legal battles competitors went through to showcase 
their knowledge of international humanitarian law (IHL).  

The competition consisted of six rounds, and each round revolved around different legal issues relevant 

in IHL. The rounds varied in length, ranging from fifteen minutes to an hour. Competitors were also 

tested in different formats, which encouraged them to use their knowledge of IHL in novel ways. At the 

beginning of the competition, competitors were given a common nucleus of facts that grew in scope and 

scale throughout the rounds. While the facts grew upon one another, each round building upon the last, 

the legal issues competitors were required to grapple with varied tremendously. The nature of the 

competition pushed competitors to use all their knowledge of IHL and its applications, often in differing 

and opposing settings. Competitors were not only tested on their knowledge but also on their ability to 
apply that knowledge in several formats, including advocacy, negotiations, and litigation.  



While the competition presented many trials and tribulations, the competitors were always up to the 

challenge. Students from all walks of life, from Harvard to American University to the United States 

Service Academies, gathered to test themselves with the goal of coming out on top. However, the goal 

of winning did not stop them from reaching out, getting to know one another, and building relationships 

along the way. Each team attacked the problems and challenges with rigor and determination, preparing 

furiously in their respective corners to demonstrate their knowledge of the law. Their passion for the 

subject matter made the competition a truly inspiring event to witness. But at the end of the day when 
the judges announced the winning team, it was handshakes, smiles, and appreciation.  

"However, the goal of winning did not stop them from reaching out, getting to know one another, and 

building relationships along the way." 

The Clara Barton Competition is demanding, but it is also incredibly rewarding. From my point of view, 

some of the brightest minds in the country had the opportunity to convene to discuss issues they were 

passionate about. They had the opportunity to meet with some of the foremost practitioners of IHL and 

to learn what it takes to progress in the field. Finally, they had the opportunity to better themselves in 
the hope that it may translate to the field of IHL in the future.  

We would like to thank IHL Summer Intern ’18 Drew Johnson for writing about his experiences 

volunteering as a bailiff at the 2019 Clara Barton Competition. 

 The Clara Barton Competition is open to law students and students at military academies from North 

and South America. If you know law students or students at military academies that would be interested 

in the upcoming 2020 competition in March, have them email clarabartoncompetition@gmail.com1 for 

more information. 

                                                                 
1mailto:clarabartoncompettion@gmail.com 



Youth Action Campaign Summit and Coordinator Training 

 

From July 25-27th, 2019, youth IHL advocates representing American Red Cross regions from across the 

U.S. and several overseas military bases gathered in Washington D.C. to articulate their experience 

promoting the rules of war through the IHL Youth Action Campaign. At the same time, over 35 YAC 

coordinators received leadership training for the 2019-20 program year. The result was an energetic 

exchange of ideas as youth and adults shared diverse experiences. Laura Callahan, a Coordinator f rom 
the Connecticut/Rhode Island Region shares her experiences:  

The IHL Youth Action Campaign Summit was a fruitful and valuable event and I'm happy to have had the 

opportunity to attend. You leave the summit with an excitement to gather with your region to think of 

ways of implementing the program -- all thanks to the Youth Representatives at the summit, who 
impressively showcased the realities, creativity, importance and opportunities the IHL campaigns hold.   

You leave the summit with an excitement to gather with your region to think of ways of implementing 

the program 

The nature of the campaign is inspiring and doesn't fall short for the kind of conversations we need to 

have and actions we need to take in present day regarding IHL. I was blown away by the enthusiasm and 



concrete successes the youth had in reaching their greater audiences and was ecstatic to hear about the 
engagement and receptivity the audiences had towards IHL too.  

With this year's campaign theme being the Ethics of Autonomous Weapons, we not only look into the 

moral and ethical conversations of this new-aged military technology, but also consider the potential 

realities our futures might hold too, a future that will be led by our youth. The Youth at our summit 
shine brightly and I'm looking forward to implementing the campaign in my region as well.   

All of this couldn't have been done without the time and effort from IHL leadership at NHQ. They 

provided a great learning environment for the summit and inspire excitement and passion for IHL along 
with the youth. 

We would like to thank Laura Callahan, YAC Coordinator for the Connecticut and Rhode Island Region, 

for writing about her experiences at the 2019 YAC Summit. If your Region does not already have a 

coordinator and you know an individual that would be interested in becoming a 2020 YAC Coordinator 
please contact esme.aston@redcross.org2 

 

 

                                                                 
2mailto:esme.aston@redcross.org 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Exciting Updates from the ICRC 

The Geneva Conventions of 1949 were first issued seventy years ago this month. To mark this milestone 

in IHL history the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) is launching a new mobile app to give 

individuals access to key IHL treaties and texts. 

The app provides access and reference to more than seventy-five treaties and texts that are related to 

IHL including the 1949 Geneva Conventions, the 1977 Additional Protocols, and the ICRC ’s Rules of 

Customary International Law. The treaties and texts will be available in five languages including: English, 

French, Spanish, Arabic, Chinese, and Russian and the texts will be available both online and offline on 

mobile devices and tablets. The app also has searching and bookmarking functionality to save search 

results or quickly pull up important points. The app is free to download on both the Apple App Store and 

on the Google Play Store.  

 

For more information about the app that is available on the ICRC’s website click here3 

                                                                 
3https://www.icrc.org/en/document/ihl-digital-app?utm_campaign=DP_FORUM - Digitalizing the rules of war - 
Marking 70 years of the Geneva 
Conventions&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=75587152&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-
8ls8I88HRs5BUwu6UwWcTCt0xokGLr1-

himgQWjlxsoDVt8f7P1jvqdF8peOYZzjUJwjcJj1Bfxel9NW_hiD0iKeL2OQ&_hsmi=75587152 



 



 



 

2019 IHL Summer Interns 

 



1 - Page Monji and Koby Langley 

 

2 - Mckaylia Marshall and Randy Bagwell 

 

3 - Kristy Davis and Koby Langley  

The American Red Cross NHQ would like to introduce the IHL Summer Legal Interns: Page Monji, a rising 

3L from the American University Washington College of Law; Kristy Davis, a rising 2L from Penn State 

Law; and Mckaylia Marshall, a rising Senior from the University of Washington. 

 Since June they have been devoting their time and energy to the IHL department and have played vital 

roles in the development of the annual Clara Barton Competition materials and the first ever IHL YAC 



Summit. The 2019 Summer Interns have proven to be invaluable and the American Red Cross IHL 

department would like to take a moment to appreciate and recognize their appreciation attention to 

detail and dedication to IHL. All three have been a wonderful asset to the team.  

In particular Page enjoyed working on the legal analysis for the Clara Barton Competition and drafting an 

executive memo exploring the topic of cyber-attacks under IHL. Kristy echoes Page in her enjoyment of 

the CBC legal analysis and was a cornerstone in the success of the YAC summit. Mckaylia has most 

enjoyed jumping into the development of the CBC and working closely with the other interns to improve 

her writing and analysis skills. The dedication of these three women has facilitated the exceptional 

success of the CBC and the YAC Summit. We appreciate and thank all of them for aiding NHQ in their 

endeavor to teach the public about International Humanitarian Law. 

The IHL team would like to wish all three of our Summer Interns good luck as they continue their studies 
this Fall and we hope that everyone will join us in congratulating them for a job well done! 

Experience as an IHL Intern 

By Page Monji 

As a Summer Legal Intern with the International Humanitarian Law (IHL) Team, I had the opportunity to 

work on a myriad of legal areas. From an educational perspective, I was able to learn about IHL from the 

ground up through continuous mentorship from Team members, monthly IHL course trainings, external 
courses, and reading assignments. 

Building off of this knowledge, the team also allowed me to delve into niche legal topics.   Some topics 

included examining cyberattacks under IHL obligations for an executive memo and researching the 

treatment of transgender POWs under IHL.  By working on these research efforts, I was able to apply the 

basic IHL knowledge, which I acquired over the summer, and have  the opportunity to delve into 

innovative and new areas of the law. As a second-year law student, I will carry these valuable learning 
experiences with me into my third year and future career. 

Additionally, the Interns supported the Youth Action Campaign Summit.  Most importantly, I will cherish 

developing long-lasting relationships with the IHL team, fellow interns, and American Red Cross 
colleagues. 



A Farewell to Noah O'Connor 

 

Senior Regional Program Specialist Noah O'Connor left the IHL team at the close of this Summer. After 

two years with the team, Noah made the decision to pursue new and different avenues of international 

law. As an integral figure at National Headquarters, his kindness as well as his passion for IHL will be 

missed, and his contributions will not be overlooked. The team would like to thank Noah for his time 
and dedication over the last couple of years and wish him well on future endeavors legal and otherwise.  



America on Torture 



 

By Mckaylia Marshall 



In the past twenty years the American public’s support of torturing detainees in war has increased 

significantly. In 1999 and 2016 the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) conducted two 

studies titled People on War and surveyed over 12,000 people in sixteen countries on a variety of 

armed-conflict related issues. Among these, torture has stood out as an area of controversy in the 

American Public. In 1999 ICRC reported that 65 percent of Americans believed that prisoners could not 

be subject to torture, compared to 2016 in which only 30 percent of Americans answered no to the 

question “can a captured enemy combatant be tortured to obtain important military 

information”?[1][2] In the wake of 9/11 and the CIA’s enhanced interrogation techniques program that 

followed, torture has become an area of interest for many Americans. 

Only 30 percent of Americans answered no to the question “can a captured enemy combatant be 

tortured to obtain important military information?”  

The public discourse often hinges on whether or not torture is justified if American lives are at stake and 

secondarily, whether or not that information is reliable. Unfortunately, what is often missing from the 

“debate” is that torture is prohibited under customary international law as well as the UN Convention 

against Torture which has been ratified be 127 countries, including the U.S. The 2016 People on War 

survey reported that 37 percent of people who responded affirmatively to the aforementioned question 

on torture changed their minds once informed that their country had ratified the UN Convention against 
Torture.[3] 

Unfortunately, what is often missing from the “debate” is that torture is prohibited under customary 

international law as well as the UN Convention against Torture which has been ratified be 127 countries, 

including the U.S. 

 

According to the ICRC survey, approval of torture has increased an alarming 8 percent globally from 

1999 to 2016 and in the U.S. that number has gone up 14 percent.[4][5]  This jump in the U.S. is often 

attributed to the terrorist attacks of 9/11. The introduction of the enhanced interrogation techniques 

program, and the language Americans use to discuss torture, supports this idea. The public discourse 

around whether or not torture is appropriate is almost always directed towards theoretical terrorists. 

Framing the question in this way misses the point. Torture is never legal and never okay. What enemy a 

country is fighting or what illegal acts the enemy may commit do not change this basic principle under 
international law.  

A possible de facto shift towards a tolerance of torture is disturbing and could have major consequences. 

Compliance with IHL mitigates the adverse effects of war which is experienced by soldiers and civilians 

alike. If we acquiesce to the idea that torture is just a part of warfare, then we set a precedent for 

disregarding IHL. A weakening respect for IHL has the potential to set us on a path towards total warfare 
resulting in unimaginable amounts of suffering and inhumanity regardless of combatant status.  



The humanitarian focus of IHL decreases the scope of harm in war exponentially and as such should be 

regarded with respect. Placing IHL at the center of our conversations about armed conflict as a nation 

would orient us towards speaking from a place of integrity and understanding. In order for this to occur, 

the American public must be able to listen and speak from an informed perspective that comes with a 

working knowledge of IHL. This knowledge can not only empower the American public to have a greater 

respect international law but could also shift the culture in which future soldiers grow up and 

subsequently produce a society that seeks to follow humanitarian principles regardless of who we ’re at 
war with.  

  

1. The People on War Report: ICRC worldwide consultation on the rules of war.  (Geneva: International 

Committee of the Red Cross, 1999), page 65.  

2. People on War: Perspectives From 16 Countries. (Geneva: International Committee of the Red Cross, 
2016) Page 10.  

3. People on War: Perspectives From 16 Countries, page 11.  

4. People on War: Perspectives From 16 Countries, page 10.  

5. The People on War Report: ICRC worldwide consultation on the rules of war, page xvii. 



IHL Workshops for Law Students 

 

By Noah O'Connor 

Throughout the year the IHL Team and Expert Level Volunteers partnered with law schools and 
universities around the country to deliver the eight-hour Humanity in War course.  

The IHL Team presented at four law schools over the course of 2018-2019. Our first workshop was in 

October 2018 at Arizona State’s Sandra Day O’Connor School of Law. This workshop was particularly 

special because it was taught by Director of International Services U.S. Programs and Expert Level IHL 

Instructor DeAndrea Fuller. At Arizona State we were joined by both law students and undergraduate 

students, along with the members of the Arizona State ROTC program. In February the IHL Team 

presented at University of Southern California’s Gould School of Law in a partnership with the University 

of Los Angeles Law School’s International and Comparative Law Program and USC’s Human Rights Clinic. 

We were privileged to be joined by students from USC’s Human Rights Clinic who presented on the issue 

of head of state immunity in international criminal law. In March the IHL Team presented the course at 

the University of Minnesota in partnership with Minnesota Law’s Human Rights Center, during our 

presentation at Minnesota the participants were treated to a lunch time lecture on Autonomous 

Weapons and IHL by Minnesota Law Professor Oren Gross. Also in March, the IHL Team presented at 

Washington University in St. Louis Law School in partnership with the Whitney R. Harris Institute at 



Washington University Law. In addition to the Humanity in War course the participants were treated to 

a lecture from the Director of the Whitney R. Harris Institute, Professor Leila Sadat, on the intricacies of 

international criminal law and IHL.  The IHL Team would like to thank all of our partners at the law 

schools, and the local Red Cross volunteers who contributed their time to assist us holding a series of 
fantastic workshops.  

IHL Expert Level Volunteers also held IHL workshops at universities around the country. DeAndrea Fuller, 

an Expert Level Instructor in the North Florida Region, presented the Humanity in War Course at the 

University of North Florida. Participants included members of the armed forces, members of the 

Jacksonville legal community, and UNF students. In October Amanda McAllister and Peter Grenzow, 

Expert Level Instructors in the Minnesota Region, present Humanity in War at the University of 

Wisconsin, La Crosse. Their audience included La Cross students and members of the local community, 
they even had the local news affiliate to film a story about their workshop.  

If you are interested in working with a local law school or university to organize an IHL Workshop please 

contact the IHL Team at IHLaw@redcross.org4. 

 

                                                                 
4mailto:IHLaw@redcross.org 



Humanity in War Course Washington, D.C. 

 

By Mckaylia Marshall 

Humanity in War is an eight-hour International Humanitarian Law (IHL) course offered at various 

locations around the American Red Cross. It is the premiere IHL course offered by the Red Cross, 

providing detail into how IHL is formed, practiced and enforced. One place where the course is routinely 

offered is National Headquarters in Washington, DC.  Because of the number of gove rnment agencies, 

embassies and non-profits, the course attracts a variety of DC professionals and students alike. Designed 

to be taught by Expert level IHL instructors, Humanity in War  offers a window into the complexities of 

IHL and highlights the humanitarian principles of what is often referred to as the Law of Armed Conflict. 

As an intern for the IHL team, I had the opportunity to participate in the July 2019 offering of this course. 

Those curious enough to sign up were equipped with legal information to tackle a range of issues on the 

battlefield and endeavored to describe human dignity itself. In a room full of variant experience levels 

and perspectives, many of sentiments were the same. Almost no one was comfortable with the difficult 

decision-making process that armed conflict entails. Many attendees took this course to supplement 

their knowledge for professional projects and were met with not only the valuable course content but 

also the ability to interact with an array of viewpoints from those in different fields. Even as a young 

professional working with the American Red Cross, I was able to further develop my understanding of 
the intricate nuances of IHL. 

  

If any readers find that they’re interested in doing the same, the course link to register for the 

Washington, DC course is listed here5. If you are interested in attending the course in your area, reach 

                                                                 
5https://www.eventbrite.com/e/humanity-in-war-an-international-humanitarian-law-primer-for-professionals-

tickets-48847874307 



out to your Regional American Red Cross SAF Office to see if a Humanity in War is being offered near 
you. 

IHL Instructor Training 

The IHL Team has started the training program for volunteers to be certified as Volunteer IHL Instructors. 

There are three levels of Instructor; Beginner, Intermediate, and Expert. Each level is cleared to present 

different IHL content. If you are interested in having IHL programming presented in your area, please 

reach out to your Regional SAF/IS Lead about local course options.  

Basic Level Instructors are individuals that have no prior experience in IHL or international affairs. These 

instructors are certified to present the one-hour Even War has Rules course and several short videos. 

We are excited to announce that our Basic Level Volunteer IHL Instructor training program is live. The 

training consists of four online learning modules and two instructor led real time sessions on the Zoom 

platform. The IHL Team has certified ten new Basic Level Instructors since the course was opened in 

June. If you are interested in becoming a Basic Level Instructor please reach out to your Regional SAF/IS 

Lead about beginning the training course.  

Intermediate Level Instructors are individuals that have some prior experience in IHL or international 

affairs. Intermediate Instructors are certified to present the three-hour Born on the Battlefield course 

and all content from the Basic Level Instructor. The Intermediate Level Instructor training course is not 

live yet, but make sure to check back with the IHL Team to see when it becomes available. 

Expert Level Instructors are the highest level of IHL volunteers. They have significant prior IHL 

experience and have past experience as Instructors. They are able to present all IHL content including 

the eight- hour long Humanity in War course, (the IHL Team’s premier day long introduction to IHL). 

Additionally, Expert Level Instructors serve as IHL Mentors to lower level instructors and assist the IHL 

Team in training and distribution programs in their regions. In order to certified as an Expert Level 

Instructor, volunteers must attend a two day long in person training led by the IHL Team. Instructors are 

eligible to for the Expert Level Instructor training on the recommendation of their SAF/IS Regional Lead 

and the approval of IHL Team.  If you are interested in becoming an Expert Level Instructor please reach 

out to your SAF/IS Regional Lead for more information. You can read about the experience of attending 

an Expert Level Instructor training from Jill Hoffman, a recently certified Expert Level Instructor, whose 

account of the weekend is published in this edition of the newsletter.  

If you were previously an IHL Instructor and would like to begin teaching again you must complete the 

IHL Team’s recertification program. Interested previous instructors must first complete an application 

that will ask about your previous IHL experience and what level of instructor content you would be 

comfortable teaching. After the application you will join a real -time recertification session led by an IHL 

Team member on the Zoom platform. If you have previous experience teaching IHL with the American 
Red Cross please reach out to your Regional SAF/IS Lead about beginning the recertification process. 

The IHL team is excited to welcome more volunteers to our team. 



Expert Level Instructor Training in Orlando, FL 

By Jill Hoffman 

In early June a diverse group of volunteers and paid staff of the Red Cross International Services and 

Division Service to Armed Forces Division - including delegates, retired IHL military, lawyers, and Judge 

Advocate (JAG) officers who have been deployed to active war zones - gathered in Orlando, Florida to 

attend a training to become Expert Level Volunteer IHL Instructors for the new and updated 

International Humanitarian Law courses. Additionally, the group focused on sharing best practices for 

outreach, educating the community, and protecting the most vulnerable in time of war and forced 
migration. 

The training occurred over two days and was thoroughly inspiring. The trainers from the IHL Team: 

Randy Bagwell, Noah O'Connor, and Molly Kovite were outstanding in their knowledge of the material 

and ability to facilitate lively and inclusive discussions. All three were enthusiastic and supportive of the 

attendees throughout the training. The first day of the training included a discussion of why the 

American Red Cross teaches IHL, and an introduction the Humanity in War materials. The second day 

included a discussion of best practices in planning a Humanity in War course and a presentation by 

Expert Level Instructor, DeAndrea Fuller from the North FL Region, on her successful presentation of the 

course at the University of North Florida. In addition to learning from everyone’s wealth of knowledge 

and experience, we were able to gather new tools for teaching IHL as well as give input into developing 
relevant outreach program. 

The momentum from the training catalyzed a number of ideas. Currently in our region, Northern 

California Coastal Region, we have planned a number of ways to bring IHL to volunteers, paid staff, and 

the public at large. Two International Service boot camps - day long trainings - have already been 

conducted with several others scheduled for the remainder of FY20. The International Service boot 

camps cover IHL, Restoring Family Links (RFL), and introduce information about Measles Advocacy, 

Mapping, and an overview of the Youth Action Campaign (YAC). To acknowledge the diversity of our 

community, during the boot camps, students are encouraged to bring a dish that represents their family 

heritage to share with the group during potluck lunch. Additionally, our Regional volunteers will be 

teaching Born on the Battlefield course at University of California, Santa Cruz in the fall, and recently 

became members of the local Human Trafficking Coalition and we continue to represent Red Cross and 
the international work we do in the local Migrant Forums. 

I’m very grateful that I was recommended by my Region to take the training and become certified as an 

Expert Level Instructor. The training was an opportunity to be exposed to the endless possibilities when 

minds come together to bring awareness on how to bring humanity as a necessity to the formula of war 
and forced migration. 

The training was an opportunity to be exposed to the endless possibilities when minds come together to 

bring awareness on how to bring humanity as a necessity to the formula of war and forced migration.  



We would like to thank Expert Level Instructor Jill Hofmann from the Northern California Coastal Region 

for writing about her experience at our most recent Expert Level Instructor Training in Orlando, FL. If you 

are an IHL instructor with significant experience that would like to become certified as an Expert Level 
Instructor, please reach out to your SAF/IS Regional Lead. 
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